
Indiana University South Bend – Academic Senate 
Meeting Minutes 

January 22, 2010  -  Wiekamp 1001  -  1:30 PM 
 
Attending: Adaikkalavan, Alexander, G. Anderson, Bakerson, Basolo-Kunzer, Bennion, Brittenham, Bushnell, 
Bushong, K. Chang, N. Chang, Chen, R. Colborn, Collins, Cordell, Cress, Darnel, Davidson, H. Davis, Elliott, Feighery, 
Fong-Morgan, Froysland, Grens, Guillaume, Hakimzadeh, Henry, Hernando, Horvath, Hurst, Isaacson, Karakatsanis, 
Kwong, Larrier, Likinsky, Linton, Marr, McGuire, McIntosh, McMillen, Mettetal, Mooney, Moore, Nashel, Nilsen, 
Opasik, Pant, Pathak, Reck, Roth, Russo, Sage, Saksena, Schafer, Schnabel, Schroeder, Schult, Scott, Sernau, 
Shlapentokh, Shockey, L. Smith, Sofhauser, Stankrauff, Surma, Torstrick, VanderVeen, Vollrath, Walker, Watson, 
Wells, White, Yu, Zhang 
 
Guests signed in: Karen White 
 
 
1. Call to order 

The January 22, 2010, meeting of the Indiana University South Bend Academic Senate was called to order 
at 1:30 PM in Wiekamp 1001 by President Jerry Hinnefeld. 

 
2. Approval of Minutes of Nov. 20 meeting 

Minutes of the November 20, 2009, meeting were approved with no corrections or additions. 
 
3. Administrative and officer reports 

 
A. Chancellor Reck 
 

Census for Spring 2010 Enrollment is good 
  Total enrollment is 7812; that is more than 9% ahead of Spring 2009. 
 Total credit hours are 74,880; that is app. 11% ahead of Spring 2009. 
 

Chancellor extends thanks to faculty and staff for recruiting, advising, and retaining our 
students. 

 
Budget 

Some good news to share, at least the best to be expected. 
Chancellor Reck is confident IU South Bend will be able to meet prescribed budget 
reductions without jeopardizing the quality of its academic programs, student servces, 
or campus operations.  No further reductions in the campus workforce are foreseeable 
unless something dire occurs in the state of Indiana. Peer campuses have had layoffs 
and furloughs across US; this has not happened as deeply at IU.  McRobbie has been 
proactive in making decisions about cuts; the goal is to address the present situation so 
as to strengthen IU. 
 
IU’s values were always considered when making budget decisions including 
maintaining high quality academic programs, excellence in teaching, accessibility of 
programs to qualified students, fair compensation for all employees, responsibility for 
the physical plant, and strong community connections 
 
Cost savings have been painful, and savings have come from travel, efficient spending, 
and staff reductions, but not from the classroom.   

 

http://www.iusb.edu/~sbas/senate_documents/03minutes/academic_senate_minutes/09-10/senate_minutes_2009november20.doc.pdf


Chancellor Reck invited Vice Chancellor for Fiscal and Administrative Affairs Bill O’Donnell to give 
a more detailed picture of the budget situation.  Mr. O’Donnell’s presentation is posted on the 
Senate’s web site. 

 
Reductions to our budget were to be backfilled by stimulus funds but budget reductions 
required in late December as a result of a lowered state income projection have 
precluded this.  $1.078 million will not be forthcoming from the state for 09-10; $1.078 
million and $384 thousand will also not be forthcoming for 10-11.   

 
We have achieved our campus budget reduction goal: 50% reduction in travel, tuition 
increases, 50% vacated positions (15 positions = $319K), and additional reductions as 
finalized by cabinet retreat. Total $1.084 million 
 
Task Ahead – Part I 
1. Additional mandatory cut app. $380K in 10-11 budget (before loading in March). 
2. If, in 10-11, we want to restore travel and restore 50%-cut positions to 100% funding, 

we will need to make additional cuts.   We may use reallocation to fill some of these 
gaps that must be filled, but VP Theobald has mandated that we cannot use general 
fund reserves to fill these gaps. 

 
Task Ahead – Part 2: How 
1. Increase enrollment projections for 2010-2011. 
2. Additional reductions may need to be made to restore travel and 50%-reduced 

positions.  Dollars from higher enrollments will be used for cash shortfalls. 
 
Timeline 
Early February – enrollment projections; salary policy for 10-11; discussions on campus 
about budget reductions 
March – final decisions about 10-11 budget 
 
Budget Savings 

 Must be driven to search for ways to make reductions 

 Review utilization of all staff members 

 Be creative 

 Generate the savings to reallocate to strategic plan goals. 

 Complacency is the enemy 
 
Long Term Budget planning 

 continue process for planning for budget reductions 

 continue to focus on strategic and operational planning 

 ongoing communication within groups on budget and campus procedures 
 
Chancellor Reck returned to the podium at this time. 
 

Public institutions of higher education will all see reduced state funding. 
IU has come up with some large-scale ideas 

 New vesting requirements for IU retirement contributions 

 Changing the formula for overtime pay  

 Purchasing contracts 

 Transitioning some non-faculty contracts from 12 months down to 10 months 
 



One time monies from enrollment growth will be known by summer after 10-11 
budgeting process is complete. 
 
Beginning today the campus is no longer under a mandate to reduce vacated staff 
position salary lines by 50%. 
 
Chancellor and Ken Baierl are crafting response to South Bend Tribune editorials critical 
of IU budgets and tuition increases. 
 
Concerning sabbaticals . . . full year requests usually offset the half-year requests.  Such 
is not the case for submitted request this year.  All worthy sabbaticals recommended by 
the VCAA will be funded. 
 

Questions for Chancellor and VCFAA 
Karakatsansis: Can you specify what were the additional reductions in $1.084 million? 
O’Donnell: Do you mean the $282,309  . . .  documents to be supplied to the Secretary 
for posting on the Senate web site will include this information. 
 
Bennion: It seems like much depends on salary stability (i.e., no raises).  McRobbie’s 
recent email to the university community indicated a desire to focus resources on 
attracting and retaining the best and brightest.  While this may sound as if there is a 
slush fund to pay for a few major players, are we, the majority of the faculty, faced with 
freezes for long term. 
O’Donnell: good prospect for another freeze.  “But eventually somehow there’s going to 
be a year when there’s going to be a raise . . . hopefully.”   
 
Bennion: If agencies spend all their money, they are re-funded; if agencies save money, 
their budgets are cut. Will IU be rewarded by the state for being frugal?  State is more 
generous with Ivy Tech than IU.   
Reck: In my opinion, I think the legislature sees Ivy Tech as new and growing and sees IU 
as more stable and traditional.  But, I have had talks with all legislators; IU’s best reward 
is no further cuts.  I’ll be going to Indy Feb. 2 for additional conversations. 
 
Walker: A suggestion: when you and Mr. Baierl meet with editorial board, would you 
consider taking along a faculty member, maybe the Senate President? 
Reck: That might be a great idea. 
 
Unknown speaker: Are there new fundraising initiatives underway? 
Reck: Fundraising is usually specific per the donor and generally a one-time gift.  We 
need continuing base monies from reallocation and continued growth and retention.  
Growth is important especially if we increase projections to increase base budget. 

 
Chancellor Reck continued her remarks 
 

Education/Arts Building – project is going to detailed design.  ADG and University 
representatives met on Tuesday.  Hopefully, we’ll see workers (“moving bodies”) on site 
in the fall. 
 
Administration Building – doing well and on schedule. Completion and all involved 
moved out of E/A Building and back in their offices by end of March.  
 
Get on the Bus – February 2,  co-ordinated by alumni association office and Hoosiers for 
Higher Education.  Busses leave at 8:00 AM; return at 8:00 PM. Please join if you are 



interested. Lunch provided.  Contact Jeanne Metzger in Alumni Affairs for additional 
information. 
 
United Way Campaign – thanks for participating.  We are at 80% of our goal of $23K.  
Chancellor extended thanks for Deans Horvath and Curtis for their leadership in co-
chairing the campaign. 
 
MLK Day – VCAA Guillaume was awarded a Drum Major award by Community 
Foundation.  Dean Curtis was emcee at that event.  Also Dean Curtis assisted with 
conducting duties at a concert that evening with the South Bend Symphony. 
  

Other questions for Chancellor Reck: none. 
 
 

B. VCAA Guillaume 
 

Promotion, Tenure, and Reappointment Processes  
25 dossiers I have to read/get to read . . . it begins with a groan . . . but then upon 
reading, the more fascinated I become.  It is extraordinary the statements on teaching 
and the statements on research.  The extraordinary letters from external reviewers and 
the letters from colleagues, the comments from student, all about this wonderful 
professor. 

 
First-Year Experience 

Meetings over the past few months with a cross section of faculty from a variety of 
disciplines.  We cannot seem to come to a definition.  But meetings continue in hopes of 
determining what are the characteristics of a first year experience?  From there, it is 
hopeful that connections between first year, campus theme, and student engagement 
can begin. 

 
PAC – Professional Advisors Council 

Meeting with this group to discuss how to improve the advising processes across 
campus and increase linkages across units.  But an issue with advising does not always 
point to a problem with faculty; students must take responsibility for reading and 
knowing the campus bulletin and policies and procedures contained therein. 

 
4-Year Template 

Related to advising but along the lines of retention, students want to know how to 
navigate the curriculum in 4 years (ONLY 4 years).  Units will be asked to create an 8-
semester-plan for completion of all undergraduate programs.  We are being pushed by 
external forces; students are also asking for these plans. 

 
Retention 

VCAA working with Noel-Levitz and VC Jones to better understand the work we do 
leading to better and sustained retention.  Also how to better understand graduate 
education. 

 
AASCB - Association to Advance Schools and Colleges of Business 

This group will be on campus Monday and Tuesday, January 25 and 26, for the purpose 
of accreditation for the School of Business and Economics. 

 
Kudos  



Dean Marvin Curtis for a successful White House Concert and Martin Luther King, Jr., 
Day Concert. 

 
Doug McMillen – acting dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.   

 
Appointments 

Vicki Bloom, Dean of Library and Media Services 
Elizabeth Dunn, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
 Thanks to Professor Gwynn Mettetal and Dean Michael Horvath for chairing 
 search and screen committees. 

3. President 
 

Lots of sobering news on base budgets, large enrollment increases, and tuition increases.  There 
must be a significant one time monies for use on campus. While not a lot of funds, but some, so 
share ideas for use of one-time monies with the Senate Budget Committee. 
 

4. UFC 
 

 No UFC business as there has been no meeting since our last Senate meeting. 
 
 
4. Committee reports 

 
 
1. Ad hoc Committee on P&T Policies and Procedures (REPORT) 
 

There are 5 recommendations in the report; 3 are on today’s agenda (January 22), the other two 
will be on the February 26 agenda. 
 
Hinnefeld presented a brief history of the reason for the ad hoc committee’s work. 
 

5. New Business 
 
1. Proposed amendment on "Membership of PT&R Committee".”  The essence of the request from UFC is 
that only faculty members with tenure should vote on cases of promotion and tenure; and, to the extent 
feasible, only faculty members with the rank being sought should vote on promotion cases.   
 
Our amendment does indeed allow only tenured voting members and stipulates that at least 3 of the 7 
voting members of the Senate PTR Committee be at the rank of Professor or Librarian (as opposed to 
Associate Professor or Associate Librarian). 
 

Procedural question from anonymous speaker: am I correct in that somewhere in the document 
a faculty can choose old or new rules?  No one in attendance seemed to recall such language 
with regard to promotion and tenure. 
 
Schnabel: Question on wording of number of members.   This seems to imply that the committee 
must now have 9 members (7 tenured, voting; 2 untenured, non-voting).  Absent 9 members, the 
committee cannot vote.  Would “up to 2” non-voting members be better language? 
 
Walker: Because of the level of interest by non-tenured in the process, there will be no issue with 
finding members. 
 
Cordell: Flexibility would be good.  It may be good to have “at least” 

http://www.iusb.edu/~sbas/committee_documents/ad_hoc_ptr_committee/Final_Report_PTR_Principles_Jan-2010.pdf


 
Scott: 9 members on the Senate PTR will mean a scheduling nightmare. 
 
Feighery: add “up to” between “and” and “two tenure-probationary” 
 
This friendly amendment was acceptable to the ad hoc committee. 
 
Moved and seconded to close discussion.  Motion carried unanimously. 

 
2. Proposed amendment on "Principles of Participation in the Tenure and Promotion Process" 
 

These are common occurrences anyways: no proxy voting on promotion and tenure at any level 
and no faculty and administrators who participate in the process have full access to all materials 
in the dossier and to all information on previous levels of review; except for reconsideration of 
review, all faculty and administrators vote only once in any particular case.  A letter of support 
written specifically for promotion and tenure purposes will preclude voting at any level. 
 
Cordell: In an original document, there should be no proxy voting.  There was an additional 
statement that this did not preclude involvement via interactive media.  Was there a reason to 
leave this out?  
  
Sofhauser: the language presented today was taken from final draft.  Live interaction would not 
be considered proxy voting. 
 
Bennion: I want to ask about the final sentence that includes “a letter written . . . any level.” 
Would this mean a department chair’s letter reporting a departmental vote be a letter such that 
would preclude the department chair could not write a letter at the chair’s stage in the process? 
 
Discussion ensued . . .  
 
Schnabel: Need for clarification: if you vote at the department level you cannot also write a 
letter? 
 
Mettetal: the chair can write to convey the vote and that is not considered a letter of support. 
 
Cordell: prior discussions focused on voting at more than one level.   
 
Sofhauser: This language is from current CLAS PTR guidelines.   
 
Torstrick: it may be practice of CLAS PTR, but not at the departmental level. 
 
Feighery: letter of support versus departmental vote: either a faculty writes a letter or casts a 
vote, but cannot do both.  Some departments do not vote but colleagues in the department 
contribute letters of support if they choose. 
 
Schnabel: what about letters of non-support? 
 
Henry: Move to amend to remove “of support”  
 
Motion to amend the proposed amendment by removing “of support”; seconded.  
 
Roth: will the lack of vote counts penalize a candidate, if departments allow letters but don’t 
vote? 



 
Cordell: report vote counts where the vote takes place. 
 
Karakatsanis: in a very small department this could be problematic. 
 
Mettetal: letters from untenured vs. votes from tenured.  
 
Vote to close debate on the “of support” amendment to the amendment passed unanimously 
Vote on the motion to remove “of support” passed unanimously. 
 
Torstrick: is this a problem/issue for non-department units? 
 
RColborn: not an issue in Arts, a unit that does not have departments. 
 
Unknown speaker: Should this be more explicit? 
 
RColborn: It may be that a person who would have opportunity to vote in the PTR process, when 
asked to write a letter, should ask whether the candidate prefers a letter or full participation in 
the voting process. 
 
Sofhauser: Letters were not an issue in the original principles from IU.   
 
Bennion:  Move to change to “any other level”  
    Motion died for lack of second. 
 
Feighery: voting committee members need to be open to deliberation.  If you’ve written a letter, 
you cannot have an open mind. 
 
Torstrick: Departments that give all letters need to communicate that “we don’t vote.”  
Individuals voting at any level should not write letters of support specifically for the purpose of 
promotion and tenure. 
 
Unknown speaker: simply exclude voting at multiple levels. 
 
RColborn: a letter is a vote (or at least an indication of how a member will vote). 
 
GAnderson: Table and return to committee for reworking.  Second 
 
Motion to table and return to the ad hoc committee for further work; motion carried (members 
of the ad hoc committee apparently voting nay). 

 
3. Proposed Handbook revision on "External Letters in Promotion Dossiers" 
 

Dossiers are expected to have at least 4 letters from reviewers not from the candidates home 
campus.  External reviewers are not to have a significant relationship with the candidate.  At a 
minimum, any such relationship must be disclosed. 

 
Bennion: what is close personal relationship?  Would those with whom you’ve interacted on 
panel discussions or in organization leadership be this close personal relationship. 
 
Moore: disclose . . . that’s all that’s needed. 
 
Cordell: At a minimum . . . what’s maximum?  



 
Sofhauser: the language there is the exact language from the original principles. 
 
Cordell: Move to amend change to “Any exceptions to this principle must be clearly disclosed by 
the reviewer or the candidate.” Seconded 
 
 
Move to close debate on the amendment. Motion passes with 1 nay 
 
vote to change language to read, “Any exceptions to this principle must be clearly disclosed by 
the reviewer or the candidate” passes unanimously. 
 
Schnabel: what is classmate? 
 
McMillen: close debate/call the question. Seconded 

 
 Motion to close discussion made and seconded; passed unanimously. 
 

Vote on revision to handbook regarding external letters PTR dossiers passes with 1 nay vote. 
 
 4. Proposed amendment on "Student Publications Committee" 
 

McGuire: this is a change in membership, not in the purpose of the student publications board. 
Currently no home for Pub Board – now a faculty oversight committee in the same fashion as the 
Athletics Committee.  Current membership is 10 students and 13 faculty staff nominated by 
variety of constituencies. 
 
This change will provide better oversight and activity for student publications.  Not a censoring 
committee, but one that could respond to public concerns that arise in student publications.  
 
VCSAEM Jeff Jones: technical correction: Director of Student Life as opposed to Director of 
Student Life Programs 
 
Torstrick: Publications, not publication. 
 
Bennion: is Duties no. 5 censorship? 
McGuire: language exists that prevents censorship. 
 
Walker: disappearance is more likely the biggest problem: student member on a publication just 
doesn’t do the work necessary.  This allows Pub Board to reappoint a replacement. 
 
Moore: move to close debate; seconded. 
 
A mail ballot will follow on this constitutional amendment. 
 

6. Announcements 
 

McGuire: committee chairs please email minutes. 
 
VCPAUA Scheffer: Dot Wiekamp donated $25K for unrestricted scholarships. 
 

7. Adjournment at 3:15 PM. 


